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March 2020
Dear Parents and Carers,
Project Homework – March School Closure

As the school has been closed, we would not like the children to get bored
during this unexpected time away from school. We have therefore moved forward
the mid-term homework so that all pupils can continue to learn whilst being at home.

Year 3 pupils
The minimum expectation is for pupils to complete at least one activity from
the list over the page (depending on the length of the school closure). If the children
wish to complete additional work, such as the extension activity or the other projects,
they can do so if they like. No PowerPoints on this occasion please. I have also
added some maths homework via My Maths for the children to complete. Please log
in regularly for the work.

Year 2 pupils
As well as the above activities Year 3 have been given (topic and My Maths),
children from Year 2 will take home their CGP 10-minute tests booklets. This will
support children to recap some important aspects from the curriculum. Pupils need
to complete all tests in the booklets (sections A, B and C). Some of these have
already been completed in school. These can be marked with the children as the
answers are provided in the back of the booklets.

All of this work is set on top of the daily reading, spellings and multiplication tables
practice. In my view, reading is reading. Therefore, once a child has finished their
school reading scheme book, they are free to read books from home whilst they are
unable to change them. This could also include comics and newspapers.

‘Created by God to love and learn’

Class 2/3 school closure activities
1

Science
Research and label the parts of a flower.
This should include labelling a flower and explaining the functions of each part.
A comparison could be made between a flower and tree.

2

Topic
To research Europe.
This should include where Europe is located in the world, which countries make
up Europe, the names and locations of major European capital cities and any
famous European features such as mountain ranges and rivers. This could be
presented as small fact-files about selected countries which could also include
information about flags, population size, land size, spoken language etc.

3

Topic
Create a holiday brochure for a country in Europe. This should include the
major tourist attractions for the destination and include a 5-day itinerary of
activities. Don’t’ forget to include accommodation as you move around the
country as well as places to eat. Alternatively, this could be done as a European
tour across different countries.

4

EXTENSION TASK
Topic
Pupils to research and cook (if possible, depending on ingredients) a national
dish from a European country. Include photos, a recipe and an evaluation of the
dish.

I hope you understand why this work has been provided and we trust you will
support you child accordingly.

Mr Isaacs
Class 2/3 teacher
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